Corticotropin-releasing factor immunoreactivity in monkey neocortex: an immunohistochemical analysis.
Corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) has been implicated in the pathophysiology of certain human neuropsychiatric disorders that affect neocortical function. However, the anatomical organization of CRF-containing structures in the expanded and highly differentiated primate neocortex has not been previously described. In this study, the distribution of CRF-immunoreactive neurons and processes was characterized in the neocortex of New World squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus). Substantial regional differences were present in the density, laminar distribution, and morphological appearance of CRF-immunoreactive neurons. The greatest density of labeled neurons was present in anterior cingulate cortex. A wide range of intermediate densities of CRF-immunoreactive neurons was evident in the association regions of the prefrontal, parietal, and temporal cortices. The lowest numbers of CRF-immunoreactive neurons were observed in the primary visual and primary motor cortices. For example, the density of labeled neurons was nearly five times greater in the anterior cingulate cortex than in the precentral cortex. CRF-immunoreactive neurons were also distributed in at least four different laminar patterns. For example, in the agranular anterior cingulate cortex, labeled cell bodies were distributed throughout layers II, III, and V. In other regions, such as the posterior cingulate cortex, labeled neurons were present in layers II, III, and IV. In contrast, labeled neurons were predominantly present in layers II and superficial III of the visual cortex, whereas in the inferior temporal cortex, they were present predominantly in layer IV. Regional and laminar differences were also present in the relative distributions of the two major morphological types (as defined by cell body shape) of CRF-immunoreactive neurons. Vertically oriented oval neurons, which frequently had a single dendritic process arising from each somal pole, were most frequently found in layer III. In contrast, the labeled neurons in layers II and IV tended to have a round- or triangular-shaped soma. In layer IV of some association cortices, these multipolar neurons were associated with a high density of rod-like structures composed of large immunoreactive varicosities clustered together in vertical arrays. These structures were frequently found to be located immediately below the soma of pyramidal neurons. Comparison of these findings with Golgi impregnation studies strongly suggests that CRF is present in the soma and axonal cartridges of a subset of chandelier neurons. The heterogeneous distribution and morphological diversity of CRF-containing neurons suggest that CRF may mediate distinct functions in different regions and layers of monkey neocortex.